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Note: If you are just looking to find a show which has no 
listing in Cyberflix, all you need is section 1. You can always 
come back later to review the other sections if you wish.

Version 1:  20th June, 2019

Version 2: 15th July, 2019 – Reorganised to provide a more logical flow, moved background info to appendix.

Version 2.1: 18th July, 2019 – added screenshots to basic installation guide

Version 2.2:  20th July, 2019 – added mouse toggle guide

Version 2.3:  24th July, 2019 – minor corrections and amendments

Version 2.4:  7th April, 2020 – minor corrections and screen print updates

Version 2.5: 27th June, 2020 – introduction updated
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Seriesguide integration with Cyberflix - introduction

This subject comes up on a fairly regular basis. This document describes how to 
set up Seriesguide to find links for episodes of shows which have incorrect or 
missing data in the sites which provide the indexing data. 

It also provides a guide to integrating with Trakt and a sample method of 
organisation in order to track your shows.

Note that if you are able to search for a show/episode in Cyberflix you will NOT 
find additional links through Seriesguide.It's only if the show/episode does NOT 
have a listing in Cyberflix you MAY find it listed in Seriesguide and therefore be 
able to find the missing episodes.

As an example, the show Reno 911! - this show originally aired in 2003 and had 6 
seasons. It was rebooted in 2020. Cyberflix lists 6 seasons under Reno 911! (2003) 
and (so far) one season under Reno 911! (2020). Seriesguide lists 7 seasons under 
Reno 911! (2003) . Cyberflix finds links under Reno 911! (2020) for season 1, but 
these are actually from the original (2003) season 1 – because the naming is the 
same. Seriesguide season 7 shows the correct episodes from the rebooted (2020) 
season 1.
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Section 1. Seriesguide basic installation guide

Install SeriesGuide from official public filelinked store

** If you do not have a touchscreen device, you will need a mouse or the mouse 
toggle app from the official filelinked store for most options. Refer to Appendix 
b) for setup guide
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First add the Cyberflix extension as follows:-

1)Add a show by clicking search and go to discover tab 
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2)Enter the Show name and click search     
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3)Click + to add the show
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4)Click on show
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5)Scroll down to bottom

Click customize extensions
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6)Click "add extension"
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7)Add the Cyberflix extension
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Now back out and navigate to the season and episode you want
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Scroll down to bottom and click "watch on Cyberflix TV"
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Section 2 : Trakt integration

You can connect Seriesguide to your Trakt account and synchronise with your 
collection as follows :-

Go to settings and log in to your Trakt account (do not login to Seriesguide 
cloud)

Click "Show your Trakt Library"
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Go to collection tab
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Click "Add All"

If you wish, you can also add shows from your "Watched" Trakt list by going to 
the "Watched" tab and doing the same.
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Section 3 : Using Seriesguide to track your shows

Once you become familiar with the Seriesguide app, have a look at the various 
tabs and sorting options. There's a lot of customisation available in there which 
some find very useful in tracking their shows.

The following is one method of using Seriesguide to track your shows, you may 
want to play around with the various options to see what works for you.

Add all your shows, either manually as described in Section 1 or by Trakt 
synchronisation and classify them into categories. 

a) Series to watch whenever a new episode is available. 

b) Series to binge watch 

Category a) Set as favourites,

Here I have added 3 shows and follows screenshots of my configuration and how
these show in Seriesguide. If your last episode watched for each show has not 
synced, go to the first episode you have not watched and set all older shows as 
watched as shown in Screenshot below.

The 2 I have marked as favourites appear in the upcoming and recent tabs. 
When you watch an episode go to the recent tab, click the episode you want to 
watch, scroll down and click "Watch on Cyberflix". When you are finished 
watching, click the tick on the recent tab to mark the episode as watched. (This 
will be automatically marked after watching if you are linked to your Trakt 
account ).

If you want to watch episodes from the non-favourited show, either add it as a 
favourite and go to the recent tab to watch as above (but this can get messy if 
you have a lot of shows with unwatched episodes) or click through to the episode
you want from the shows tab,"Watch on Cyberflix" then mark as watched.
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Shows filters
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Recent filters
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Marking shows as watched

Click the 3 dots to bring up this menu
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Shows tab
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Upcoming Tab
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Recent Tab
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Appendix a) : Background information

In order for the Cyberflix scrapers to find a link they need to be able to match 
the indexing data to the actual hosted file.

There are 2 primary sites which are used for indexing data, Tmdb 
https://www.themoviedb.org and tvdb https://www.thetvdb.com/ .

Both of these sites are maintained by their users and when users input new 
movies, shows and episodes they should use official network sources to obtain 
the necessary data. This doesn't always happen and mistakes do occur, usually 
with less popular movies and shows where fewer users of the data would notice 
and correct errors.

Where discrepancies do occur, Tmdb is usually more accurate for movies 
whereas Tvdb is usually more accurate for Tv Shows. 

Cyberflix uses Tmdb as its primary index and Seriesguide uses Tvdb as its 
primary index for Tv Shows and Tmdb for Movies, and since Cyberflix and 
Seriesguide both use Tmdb for movies it is extremely unlikely that Seriesguide 
will help with additional links for movies. 

If the data on Tmdb matches that on Tvdb then identical episodes will be listed 
on Cyberflix and identical links should be found when searching. A common 
misconception is that Seriesguide can find additional links that Cyberflix cannot 
find where the episode already exists in Cyberflix, it is highly unlikely that it can
(unless the description differs between the two)  since it will be passing the same 
search parameters to the Cyberflix scrapers in both cases. 

Its where the data differs that Seriesguide can provide an assist to the Cyberflix 
scrapers by listing additional episodes, not by providing additional links where 
the episodes already exist in Cyberflix. It should be noted that, on it's own 
Seriesguide has no ability to find the links, rather it passes indexing data to the 
Cyberflix scrapers.  For an example of missing episodes, consider the following 
show :-
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Tmdb listing:-

This produces the following listing in cyberflix:-
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And the corresponding listing in Tvdb:-

Produces this listing in Seriesguide:-
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Appendix b) Setup guide for Mouse Toggle
First, in order for the Mouse Toggle app to work, ADB Debugging must be ON.
 FireStick Home screen > Settings > My Fire Tv > Developer Options > turn on ADB &
Apps from unknown sources

Open the app under Settings, Applications, Manage Installed Applications.   

Make sure Enable the mouse service option is on. If you would like the mouse service 
to run on the FireStick start-up, keep the second option turned on. 

When the mouse service is enabled, the Status at the bottom left of the screen should 
say started.

If the Status is stuck on starting then you may need to turn  ADB Debugging OFF and 
back ON. You may click the ADB SETTINGS button within the application to turn it 
off and on (although you will probably find that it will still work if you don't do this)

Press the home button to keep the Mouse Toggle app running in the background.

Use the mouse toggle within Seriesguide as follows:-

To display the mouse pointer, double click play button quickly.

Now you can use the mouse pointer to hover over and click any item you want on the 
screen.

To turn it off, double click play button but hold on second click
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